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SMARTFAUCET
Smart faucet

As California faces its worst drought on record, a
start-up in Irvine, California, has developed a new
system called SmartFaucets, a patented
technology that combines the motion sensor
faucets with an electronic touchpad with preset
temperature and timer to override the sensor when
it fails. This new system has been field tested by
Marymount University of California to save 40%
water plus corresponding gas, electric, paper
towels and trash. By combining the smart
touchpad with the motion sensor faucets,
SmartFaucets can now be installed in places with
only one sink.  

WWW.SMARTFAUCETS.NET

HAMATUSA
Fireclay undermount sinks

HamatUSA launched an expansion to its Chelsea
Fireclay Sinks Collection to include a new series of
undermount kitchen sinks. With sleek lines and a
seamless look, this particular style of sink is in high
demand by homeowners and designers alike, who
also love the easy counter clean-up made possible
by its barrier-free design, the company notes.
HamatUSA elevates the appeal of this growing
trend by offering a new undermount series crafted
from its own proprietary blend of fireclay material
known for exceptional durability and beauty.

WWW.HAMATUSA.COM

RUVATI
Workstation sinks

Ruvati's epiStage sink is constructed of 80%
crushed granite along with proprietary resins to
form a durable, non-porous surface with the look
and feel of natural stone. Ruvati has equipped
epiStage sinks with all the functionality of their
workstation designs. Integrated ledges along the
front and back accommodate the included
accessories that slide into place when needed.
Each epiStage sink comes with a solid composite
cutting board with a beautifully textured finish, a
foldable drying track with stainless steel bars, and
a food-safe silicone grid to protect the bottom of
the sink.

WWW.RUVATI.COM

DELTA FAUCET
Modern bathroom collection

Launching in Fall 2022, Delta Faucet’s Saylor Bath
Collection is inspired by the clean, simple lines of
modern farmhouse style and the raw functionality
of everyday hardware. This collection is a blend of
both traditional and contemporary design
elements, the company states. It features
geometric spouts that gently flare at the base and
hints of industrial style in the handles. Available in
two distinctive spout designs, the Saylor Bath
Collection will come in Matte Black, Champagne
Bronze, Stainless Steel and Chrome.

WWW.DELTAFAUCET.COM
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